
Central Dinaric Alps
Hiking, Biking & Rafting Adventure2024

Introduction

ADVENTURE WITH HIGHLAND VILLAGES, FAST CYCLING DESCENTS AND RAFTING THROUGH
DEEP CANYONS

A great combination of hiking, biking on Bjelašnica and Visočica Mountain ranges and rafting
through the Neretva Canyon. Come with us to Bjelašnica’s hidden highland villages, and enjoy
a rare view of the emerald of Herzegovina flowing over 100 kilometres from its source into the
Adriatic Sea. Expect deep canyon walls, endemic flora and fauna, and a wild and pristine
ambience that only the Neretva can provide.

You should be reasonably fit for this one and it requires some biking experience!

Highlights

● Visit Sarajevo, the Jerusalem of the Balkans
● Untouched Mountain settlements, canyons & summits
● Discover the part of Via Dinarica long-distance trail
● Bike over Three mountain ranges - Bjelasnica, Visocica & Prenj
● Raft Neretva River, the green emerald of Herzegovina



Itinerary

Day 1 Sarajevo Arrival
Bosnia and Herzegovina with its fascinating history, delicious cuisine, vibrant cities, primeval
forests, rich cultures and warm welcome is an exciting destination for a walking and cultural
holiday in the heart of the Balkans.

Upon arrival, you will be met by our
representative and transferred to your
hotel in Sarajevo Old Town. You will have
time in the afternoon to familiarize
yourself with this magnificent city, which
summarizes and connects the best from
Eastern and Western cultures. Stroll past
with your local guide Benjo, the location
of Franz Ferdinand's assassination, the
City Hall, Baščaršija bazaar, and much
more, including some of the best
Sarajevo nightlife spots.

Accommodation: Hotel Kandilj, Sarajevo
Meals: n/a

Day 2 Hike along the Via Dinarica to Vito Peak (1,960m)
After breakfast, the adventure starts with a transfer to Bjelasnica and the village of Umoljani
(1,200m), where our accommodation is. We are now in the heart of the Dinaric Alps & Via
Dinarica long-distance trail, which is home to the peak of Vito (1,960m), one of the most
attractive ones in this section of Via Dinarica White Trail. The whole area is home to the
beautiful stone of karst stone with water sources and underground rivers as high as 1,700m.

During springtime, the area is dotted with
lakes which dry out as summer
approaches but reappear in the autumn!
Starting the hike from nearby village of
Tusila (some 15-minute transfer), we
ascend up through open meadows and
lush beech forest until the summit of Vito
(1,960m) where the views are spectacular.
Romantic and incredibly beautiful we'll
take time to enjoy lunch and the
all-important summit photos. In the
afternoon we circularly descend the
ridge, to our vehicle with a short transfer
back to Umoljani village for a
well-deserved dinner.



Accommodation: Pension Umoljani, Umoljani village
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner

Day 3 Cycling the Visocica mountain down to Boracko Lake
Full-day biking in the Bjelašnica and Visočica mountains down to Boračko Lake, over two
mountain passes on a recently paved road, with magnificent views of Prenj and its peaks.

The gentle asphalt road starts directly from your accommodation downhill. As th first part
gets easy, it will give way to a more challenging and steep road on a stretch between the
Bjelašnica and Visočica Massifs through the heart of the Visočica Range. However, as is often
the case in the Balkans, lessons here come at human speed—and specifically when you stop.

You pass medieval tombstones, monuments
of Bosnia’s mediaeval history, and a reminder
of what once was a Kingdom stretching all the
way to the Dalmatian coast.

Passing by the village of Luka we recommend
you stop for a coffee break at one of the
roadside cafes. People have been welcoming
travellers here since the time of the Crusades.
“Bosnians are known as friendly people, and
eager to talk to others about Bosnian beauty
and history and to hear from visitors about
their habits and history.

The highlight is an amazing downhill ride to the valley on the other side of Visocica Mountain
and Neretva River.

At the end of the day, we have one last short climb before reaching Boračko Lake. Take a
refreshing swim in the lake as a reward. As family traditions dictate here in Bosnia and
Herzegovina, get ready to be treated to an abundant meal of delicious local delicacies, and
warm hosts ready to interrogate you about your accomplishments of today.

Accommodation: Boracko Lake Apartments, Boracko Lake
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner



Day 4 Neretva River Rafting Adventure
We end our three-day activity Adventure with rafting deep down into the Neretva Canyon.

The Neretva River is the emerald of
Herzegovina, flowing over 100
kilometres from its source into the
Adriatic Sea. In the upper canyon is
some of the most beautiful rafting
in Europe. The water is calm during
the summer months, and the trip
provides ample opportunity to
enjoy the canyon and its unique
flora and fauna. Depending on the
season, there will be class II-IV
rapids. The trip lasts for
approximately 4 hours with breaks
for swimming and a snack. Lunch

will be provided at the end of the day overlooking the Neretva River and Konjic Old Bridge.
Late afternoon transfer back to Sarajevo.

Accommodation: Hotel Kandilj, Sarajevo
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch

Day 5 Departure
Depending on your flight time, you’ll maybe have some last-minute shopping or exploration of
Sarajevo Old Town, before the transfer to Sarajevo International Airport (30 minutes).

Meals: Breakfast



Trip name: Central Dinaric Alps Hiking, Biking & Rafting Adventure 2024 (5 days)
Arrival city: Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina
Departure city: Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina
Length: 5 days (exact dates to be agreed)
DIFFICULTY LEVEL:Medium to Challenging

Price per person:
Group 4 to 5 pax: 675EUR
Group 6 to 7 pax: 625EUR
Group 8 to 12 pax: 585EUR

What’s Included
● Airport transfers
● Transportation from Sarajevo to activities location and back
● Accommodation (Hotel in Sarajevo, Mountain chalet at Umoljani Village and Boracko

Lake)
● Support vehicle for transport of gear & luggage to Boracko Lake (during biking day)
● Meals as stated (breakfast 4x, lunch 3x & dinner 2x)
● One/two fully equipped and experienced mountain hiking, biking and rafting guides
● Rental of Specialized Rockhopper Comp 2016/2018 Mountain bikes (with helmets &

water bottles)
● Rafting with all safety gear

NOT Included
● Flights to the destination & back
● Meals not noted on the itinerary
● International insurance
● Optional tipping to leader and local staff
● Souvenirs and items of a personal nature (sodas, alcoholic beverages, laundry, etc.).



ACTIVITIES & EXPECTED CONDITIONS
Walking Conditions: This trek includes a one-day walk through moderate terrain, where you
will need to carry a daypack. We will walk between 5 to 6 hours, with a picnic lunch taken on
the way. The trails are mostly well-maintained and occasionally challenging. The paths are
often rough and stony underfoot. The walk involves steady ascents and descents (in total
some 850 meters of ascent and descent on this day).

Biking Conditions: A full day of Mountain biking over 50-55km of road cycling. You will be
provided with good quality mountain bikes, with road tires, as well as enjoy the company of
your experienced guide. The entire time there will be a support vehicle available, that will
follow you and your fellow cyclists, keeping an eye on your progress and checking everyone is
fine.

Important note: It is no disgrace if you can’t make it all the way, the support vehicle will be able to
meet you and take you and your bike, part of the road or directly to the next accommodation.

Rafting Conditions: The rafting includes 3 to 4 hours of rafting through 23km of unspoilt
canyon. You will be provided with all necessary safety gear, such as a wetsuit, helmet & life
vest. Even though rafting is a very enjoyable and relatively easy activity, you will be expected
to pedal, sometimes easier or harder, depending on the river section, following the
instructions of your river guide all the time.

ACCOMMODATION
Both mountain accommodations, Pension Umoljani & Boracko Lake Apartments are new
modern chalets run by local families. They are located in beautiful spots, offering some
unforgettable views.

All rooms are twin-based and have en-suite bathrooms.
The places are known for their great homemade food and atmosphere.

On the first and final nights of this trip, you stay in Sarajevo Old Town at Hotel Kandilj.
Kandilj is a newly built family-run guesthouse, fully modern while maintaining the Eastern
spirit and allowing guests to experience a traditional Bosnian atmosphere. All rooms are
air-conditioned, equipped with TV, direct phone line, broadband internet, bathroom and
toilet.

TRANSPORTATION
Transportation is included during the entire trip (with airport arrival/departure transfers).

FOOD
Breakfast across the Balkans usually consists of bread and pastries, dairy products such as
yoghurt and cheese, cereal, eggs cooked in a variety of ways, smoked meats, honey, tea and
coffee, milk and juices. Breakfasts will be a choice of a warm or cold set meal.



Lunches will be picnics including bread, cheese, sausage, meat and vegetarian pate, salad,
chocolate bars, cookies, trail mix, and coffee/tea.

Dinners are 3 courses and include soup, a selection of traditionally prepared meat and/or
grilled local trout, vegetables and a dessert.

Drinks (coffee and tea) are only included at breakfast.
Please inform us in advance in case you have special dietary requirements.


